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Already, Sukie Lane still had not learned her lesson. She could not be a moron? 

Big Ken looked coldly at Sukie and also handed a card to Alex. 

” Youthful Master, this is a fuel card. It’s charged with 200,000 and is likewise part of the 

gift.” 

” 200,000?”. 

Alex was stunned as well as practically asked the idiotic concern of “could I withdraw this in 

cash?”. 

Also Sukie ultimately involved her detects. 

The individual that put 200,000 into a card that could not be withdrawn was either a fool or 

a big shot. 

Taking into consideration Alex received this auto as a gift, the gift-giver was undoubtedly a 

big shot that she can not pay for to upset. 

She still did not respect Alex and her heart was still out of balance. Exactly how could Alex, 

an inadequate beggar, be worthy of a Lamborghini? 

Shane Locke recognized that Sukie was going to be degraded once again and also rapidly 

pulled her away with the reason of treating her to a big dish. 

Large Ken had sufficiently completed his task and also used to take his leave. 

Alex might not hold back his interest and also called Large Ken apart. He asked, “Sibling Big 

Ken, are you accustomed to my dad?”. 

Big Ken responded and also stated, “I have actually been with Master for over one decade.”. 

” After that surely you understand what my papa provides for a living?”. 



” Youthful Master, I’m sorry, but there are some circumstances I can’t disclose.”. 

” After that exactly how did my father’s money transpired? You need to tell me this at least, 

right? Or else, I would not also attempt to take his money as well as vehicle.”. 

” Well … Wyatt Firm, Harrods Corporation, Ryker Gardens Company, you’ve heard of them 

all, right?”. 

” You’re speaking about the titans of the city’s real estate, enjoyment, and F&B sectors, 

respectively!”. 

” Specifically. Those 3 firms, none are Master’s assets …”. 

” Consider you! Brother Big Ken, if it had not been for the fact that you’re as strong as a bull, 

I would have punched you already. Do you believe it?”. 

Alex pursed his lips as well as claimed. 

Huge Ken scratched his head and also offered a humiliated smile. 

” Young Master, simply hear me out. None of those 3 groups are Master’s properties, they 

all have a deep connection with your family members. Allow’s place it in this manner. If they 

removed their connections with your family, 80% of them will experience a terrific loss of 

power.”. 

” That f * cked up? So … exactly what does my papa do?”. 

” Master won’t let me talk excessive …”. 

Large Ken took out an additional black card and also stated with a red face, “Young Master, 

this is the highest degree membership card for Ryker Gardens. You can take pleasure in lots 

of privileges at all the stores under this team. You could be able to use it. Below, take it.”. 

” You intend to use this membership card to close me up? Well, you did well.”. 

It was not that Alex was bribed by the membership card, but he did not want to humiliate 

Big Ken. 



Huge Ken was eliminated of his problem and hurriedly left. 

Just after that did Felix Moore hesitantly approve reality. He stood in front of Alex as well as 

asked gently, “Brother Alex, did you rule over Sister-In-Law so rapidly?”. 

Alex was stunned. 

” What makes you say that?”. 

” The cash and also the auto must have been provided to you by Sister-In-Law or her family 

members? It’s not like I do not understand regarding your relationship with her. You’re 

currently on the ideal path, guy. 

” Let’s simply say, I’m not free to tell you clearly for now.”. 

Alex understood that Felix had actually misconstrued him, however that did not seem like a 

negative point. 

Wayne Larson had actually claimed that it was not time to publicly identify him yet, so it was 

ideal if he kept quiet for now. 

In this circumstance, using the Sullivan family as a front would be ideal. 

Felix believed that Alex had something tough to state, so he did not pursue the matter. He 

called Quinn Shetford over and also naturally changed the topic. 

” Bro Alex, what Sukie said recently are her very own words as well as have nothing to do 

with us, so don’t assume too much regarding it. You know what type of people Quinn and I 

are.”. 

Quinn responded her head and also added, “Alex, the factor I was mad at Felix today was 

not that he offered you the money, but because he shouldn’t have actually hidden it from 

me. Performing like if I understood, I wouldn’t have actually lent you the cash. Am I that 

unkind?”. 

” How can I think that? I didn’t review it with you because I hesitated that Sukie would 

certainly discover. You saw how she reacted just now. Quinn, pay attention to me and also 

remove connections with her. I’m not talking negative about her behind her back. I still 



attempt to state this in front of her. It’s simply not worth befriending the sort of person she 

is.”. 

” But we’re from the same hometown. We have actually recognized each other since we 

were youngsters and we’re still associates …”. 

Felix and also Quinn each have their very own problems. Both were not incorrect, yet they 

just could not reach an agreement for the time being. 

Alex spoke out as well as smoothed things over for them. 

” You simply require to preserve your distance with her. If you must come right into call with 

her, simply keep in mind not to open your heart to her and do not trust what she claims. 

Felix claimed begrudgingly, “That’s a lavish location. It’s not for individuals at our degree. 

Sibling Alex, can’t we simply maintain a low profile?”. 

” I want to maintain a low profile, however my present abilities won’t enable it.”. 

” Penalty. Given that you insist on mosting likely to the Drunken Charm Restaurant, we’ll just 

bathe in your abundant mood today!”. 

Felix was powerless, he still provided Alex a thumbs up. 

A guy worthy of subjugating an abundant woman. This pretender was undoubtedly up to 

par! 

The reason why Alex had actually said the 3 words “Drunken Elegance Restaurant” without 

reasoning was because of Sukie’s impact. Back when he was still examining, Sukie had 

actually been amazed by the Drunken Beauty Dining Establishment. During that time, he 

had examined online and learned that the per head intake of the Drunken Charm Restaurant 

was greater than 500, so he had a solid curiosity however never had the possibility to 

explore it. 

Currently, he can lastly drop in for himself … 

Alex meticulously drove his Lamborghini as well as brought Felix and also Quinn to the 

Drunken Elegance Dining Establishment. They came with an unfortunate time. It was peak 

eating hr and there were no seats readily available. Alex filled out the line up sheet and also 



saw that one of the differences between a high end restaurant and a normal one was that 

the primary dining hall, booths, as well as exclusive spaces, all had separate queue number 

categories! 

After he was performed with the form, the trained receptionist nicely led the 3 of them to 

the waiting location. 

At a look, Alex saw that Sukie and also Shane Locke were also right here! 

Felix likewise saw Sukie as well as pressed his lips, regreting. 

” What a tiny world, opponents really do cross courses!”. 

” What are you murmuring regarding?”. 

Sukie came by, shot a look at Felix, and also talked with Quinn. After she found out that Alex 

was treating them, she looked surprised. 

” The other day, he was trying to find a person to obtain money, however today he dares to 

come below to eat. Isn’t this a common profiteer? Alex, you really did not win a lotto ticket, 

did you?”. 

Alex delicately responded, “What do you care?”. 

” You …”. 

Sukie was speechless as well as her face was red from disappointment. 

Shane walked over as well as glared at Alex. 

” Speak pleasantly! Don’t think that having a couple of stinking bucks gives you the right to 

neglect anybody. You better stop disrespecting my girlfriend or I’ll make certain to defeat 

you up so badly that also your mother can’t identify you!”. 

Alex intended to snap back, however the assistant came over. 

” Mr. Cohen, there’s a seat offered. Please follow me.”. 



” Wait a minute!”. 

Sukie was not happy and also hurried to the assistant in a couple of strides. She madly said, 

“Obviously, we’re the very first to align. 

What right do you need to give them a seat first? Is this how you operate at the Drunken 

Charm Restaurant, with no policies? It’s not simply us, everyone below came prior to them!”. 

The other individuals waiting to eat were not vocal to the receptionist. 

This was past Sukie’s assumptions. 

The assistant preserved an expert smile as well as stated, “Miss, our dining establishment 

has different line up number classifications …”. 

” So tell me, exactly how did you identify us?”. 

Sukie became much more exasperated and also continued to chew out the assistant in spite 

of Shane stopping her. 

” You have to make it clear to me today, or I’ll submit a complaint against you. If you get 

terminated, after that do not blame me for not providing you a chance!”. 

” This is your very first time dining at our dining establishment, isn’t it?”. 

” What very first time? I come right here typically for dinner, fine?”. 

” After that you ought to know that the classification is except visitors, however, for 

consuming venue. Your buddy requested a routine table, however the seat that just became 

available was a personal space. Mr. Cohen is the only guest that has actually requested a 

personal area. That vacant seat, normally, must be offered concern to Mr. Cohen.”. 

Sukie understood that she had become a laughingstock. She decreased her head and kept 

quiet. 

Shane’s face was hot, so he got a golden card from his wallet and said to the receptionist. 

” I heard that members of the Drunken Elegance Restaurant have numerous opportunities, 

including priority reception. Look thoroughly, I’m a Gold Participant, and also now I’m 

asking you to offer us concern function. That vacant private area, I’ll take it!”. 



After he said that, Shane finally really felt inspired as well as stared at Alex with a teasing 

face. 

The receptionist examined the membership card and also was placed in a tough setting. 

” Mr. Cohen, you see, this circumstance …”. 

Alex saw words “Ryker Gardens” on Shane’s membership card and also was suddenly 

relocated. Put simply, the Drunken Charm Restaurant was likewise under Ryker Gardens? 

Then if he did refrain something, he would be abandoning Huge Ken’s generosity. 

Alex also obtained his membership card as well as stated to the assistant, “Have a look, is 

this card of mine practical?”. 

Shane did not believe that Alex additionally had a membership card. He took over the card 

before the receptionist took it, and also checked out it consistently. He trembled his head 

and also sneered. 

” So what if you have a subscription card? Aren’t you just unpleasant yourself if you take a 

cast iron to attempt and also go up versus my gold?”. 

” Our dining establishment’s membership levels begin with silver. There’s no bronze or cast 

iron.”. 

The assistant talked as well as took the membership card from Shane’s hand. She looked at 

it meticulously, and all of a sudden, her eyes lit up. 

” This membership card, Mr. Cohen, is not within the silver, gold, platinum, and also ruby 

subscription levels.”. 

” So it’s a phony?”. 

Shane sneered once more. 

” Alex Cohen, you didn’t fake this point yourself, did you?”. 

 


